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Social Seating 
offers two opportunities of sheltered 

seating, ground level and on the main 
deck.

Inclusive access stairs.

Play features:
Vertical Net 
Climbing Wall 
1.8m Fireman's Po
Large Square Deck
1.2m Inclusive Slid
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1.4m Wide Net Clim
1.4m Wide Seat 
1.2m High Wide St

Large net climbs
with a small mesh net and a shallow 

incline are big enough to take helpers. 
The lower part is horizontal and can be 
used as a sensory bed for less mobile 

children to lie on and feel vibrations whilst 
other children play on the net.
Scramble nets are made from 

polypropylene steel cored multi fi lament 
rope, all ends are crimped with aluminium 
ferrels and junctions with stainless steel or 

egg tee connectors.

Shuffl e decks 
are ideal for allowing children to 
crawl onto a unit or for easy side 

transfer from a wheelchair. 
At only 150mm apart they are 

inclusive and suitable for toddlers too.
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Social Seating 
offers two opportunities of sheltered 

seating, ground level and on the main 
deck.

1.2m Rope Climb 
Rope Climb Barrier 
Level Drag Ramp
Inclined Drag Ramp 
Curved Seat
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Hoop Bridge
Corner Seat 
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Play features:Play features:Extra large soft rubber decks
provide plenty of space for both children
and helpers @1m x 1m. These unique 

9mm rubber decks, chemically bonded to a 
steel core, are slip resistant and low noise.

Climber For AllClimber For All

Drag ramps 
with handraia ls at two heights allow able bodied 

children to simpm ly walk up whilst the less mobile can 
use their upper body strength to climb using the rope 

and soft grips. The tunnel shape controls the 
direction of movement whilst the transfer platform
at the bottom provides easy access – even from a 

wheelchair.

A series of inclined bridges/ramps 
provide access to the 
central seating area.

Rounded slides
llowing are not just wide, but tunnel shaped, al
ld ontochildren to not only feel secure and hol

the sides, but to also go faster. The opto  and
bottom gned to  of the slides are specially desig

easiermake transfer to and from wheelchairs 
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Challenging Activities 
Agility accesses include a 2.4m high 

vertical net, a climbing wall, hoop bridge 
and a rope climb.

Equipment List

01.  PZW685   Climber for all
02.  SWB081   2.4m high Swing with Inclusive seat
03.     ----   Thermoplastic Hopscotch
04.  DZW445   Spin dice panel and thermoplastic 
                       snakes and ladder


